The University of Regina’s copyright website is a source information and guidance for the University of Regina community on issues related to copyright.

1. Be sure to familiarize yourself with the University of Regina’s Use of Copyrighted Materials Policy and Fair Dealing Guidelines.

2. The Copyright Act has a fair dealing exception, and the University Regina has Fair Dealing Guidelines to help you determine what and how much material you can copy and disseminate for educational use.

3. Using UR Courses to distribute course readings? See the Ares reserves overview to learn more about the U of R’s copyright service or see the Copyright in the Classroom FAQ section of the copyright website.

4. Showing a film or YouTube videos in your class? See the Video section of the copyright website.

Have more questions? Contact copyright@uregina.ca

This content has been adapted from the University of Alberta Copyright Office New Professor Teaching Orientation - Copyright Information (Summer 2017), available under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.